
Welcome to Gulveig, a trick taking card game where 
you bid, bluff  and score your way to victory! Gulveig 
is the enigmatic Vanir goddess that embodies the spir-
it of avarice. Th rough her powerful magic, she has 
managed to sow dissent within the ranks of the other 
divine beings. You play cards that belong to fi ve pow-
erful divine factions: the Aesir gods, the Dvergar, the 
Muspeli jotuns, the Vanir gods and the Rime jotuns.

Gulveig is designed for 2 to 4 players. Th e rules will 
diff er slightly depending on how many people are 
playing. 

OBJECTIVE
Th e goal of the game is to be the fi rst player to reach 
1000 points. For shorter games the victory condition 
could be set to 500 points.

SCORING POINTS
Points can be gained/scored in two ways:
(1) Players will win tricks when their card is the stron-
gest card in the trick. All winning tricks are scooped 
up and placed in a player’s “Winnings Pile”. At the end 
of a hand, the value of all cards in the Winnings Pile 
will be added up.
(2) When a player reveals a “Supremacy Combo” (two 
cards meant to be paired together) from their hand, 
they score the points listed for the Supremacy Combo.

GAME PLAY
Hand Setup
- Th e hand begins with no active Supremacies.

- Th e dealer shuffl  es the deck and puts 3 cards face-
down in the center of the table, these are called the 
“Treasure” (called “kitty” in traditional card games).

- Th e dealer deals out the rest of the deck face-down to 
the players. All players will receive the same number 
of cards. In a 3-player game, 2 cards are set aside (one 
face-up the other face-down). Th ey are considered out 
of the game and aren’t scored.

- Players bid on how many points they think they will 
be able to score. Bidding starts by the player to the left  
of the dealer. Th ey must place a minimum bid of 40 
points. Proceeding clockwise, players may bid a high-
er amount (bids increase in increments of 10 or more 
points) or a player may choose to “pass”. A player who 
has passed is out of the bidding process. Bidding con-
tinues in clockwise order until a high bid has been a 
achieved by a player (all other players have chosen to 
pass). Th is player is known as the “Bid Winner”.

- Th e Bid Winner takes and reveals the Treasure cards 
and adds them to their hand of cards. Th ey must then 
optimize their cards in-hand. Th en they put 3 cards 
from their hand into their Winnings Pile.

- Th e Bid Winner becomes the “Lead Player”.

CARD ANATOMY
Th ere are 5 clans (called “suits” in traditional card 
games) denoted by symbol and card color. Not all cards 
have “Supremacy Combo & Value” banners. Strength 
ranges from 7 (strongest) to 1 (weakest).

A complete deck has a card value total of 155 points.
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Playing the Hand 
Play a number of rounds equal to the cards in-hand. A 
round consists of the following steps:

1) If the Lead Player is holding two cards which pair 
up in a Supremacy Combo, they may choose to re-
veal the pair. If they do, they must play one of the 
two cards in step 2 (below). The card played deter-
mines which Clan has Supremacy (called “trump” 
in traditional card games). Only one Supremacy 
may be declared per round.  The Supremacy will 
last until the hand has been played, or until anoth-
er Supremacy is declared (whichever comes first). 
They player also scores the points listed for the Su-
premacy Combo they revealed.

2) The Lead Player plays a card from their hand 
onto the center of the table. Proceeding in clock-
wise order all players must play a card that match-
es the clan of the Lead Player’s card. If they cannot 
play a match, then they are allowed to play a card 
belonging to another clan, but that card will have 
a Strength of zero (unless it is a Supremacy card).
3) Once all players have played a card, the cards on 
the table are referred to as the “Trick”. The player 
who has the winning card will scoop up the trick 
and place it in their Winnings Pile. The winning 
card will be: the highest Strength card belonging 
to a Supremacy, or failing that the highest Strength 
card that matches the initial card’s clan.

4) The player who won the trick now becomes the 
Lead Player.

Scoring
- After the hand is played, the players count the Value 
of all cards in their Winnings Pile. Players also add any 

Supremacy Combo points they may have scored. The 
Bid Winner must meet or exceed their bid in order to 
score their points. If they fail to do so, then they lose 
that many points. Anyone who passed in the bidding 
round scores their points as “scavenger points”. The 
scavenger points aren’t counted if they are within 150 
points of the victory condition (500 or 1000 points).

- If someone has met or exceeded the victory condi-
tion, they are the winner.

- If there are no winners yet, then the player to the left 
of the dealer becomes the dealer for the next hand.

OPTIONAL 2 PLAYER GAME
For smaller hand size in 2-player games, remove the 
Dvergar faction from the game (purple cards with the 
hammer & anvil symbol).

OPTIONAL DRAFTING VARIANT
The drafting variant allows players to customize their 
hands when they make a bid. A face-up “Bench” of 
cards is created right after the Treasure cards are placed. 
During the bidding phase, when someone makes a bid, 
they may exchange a card from their hand with a card 
on the Bench. After bidding ends, the Bench cards be-
come “out-of-play”. The setup varies depending on the 
number of players.
2-Player Game:
 - Deal 13 cards to each player
 - Bench is 6 cards
3-Player Game:
 - Deal 9 cards to each player
 - Bench is 5 cards
4-Player Game:
 - Deal 7 cards to each player
 - Bench is 4 cards

ALTERNATIVE RULES
Gulveig has been designed in a way that permits the 
game to be played using many optional variant rules. 
For more please visit: www.fateofthenorns.com

For video tutorials please visit the Fate of the Norns 
youtube channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCyDEGDHKZtkQR7MrBBPYMnw
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